Modularity and homology: modelling of the type II module family from titin.
We report the homology modelling of the structures of the 162 type II modules from the giant multi-domain protein titin (also known as connectin). The package MODELLER was used and implemented in an automated fashion using four experimentally determined structures as templates. Validation of the models was assessed in terms of divergence from the templates and consensus of the alignments. The homology within the whole family of type II modules as well as with the templates is relatively high (20-35% identity and ca 50% similarity). Comparison between the models of domains for which an NMR structure has been solved and the experimental solution gives an estimate of the quality of the modelling. Our results allow us to distinguish between a set of structurally relevant residues, which are conserved throughout the whole family and buried in the hydrophobic core, from the residues that are conserved and exposed. These latter residues are potentially functionally important. Comparison of exposed conserved patches for modules in different regions of the titin molecule suggests potential interaction surfaces. Our results may be tested directly for those modules whose binding partner is known.